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Lookout problem spotted

Andy Davis on his coaching week
THERE was a lot of discussion and focus
on lookout skills during the week and this
became arguably the primary focus. We
discussed the two elements to lookout,
safety lookout and soaring lookout.
Everybody must work harder to maintain a good safety lookout at all times, with
particular emphasis on checking on the
outside of the turn before straightening up
from circling flight.
Aspects of soaring lookout were also
discussed, what to look for (clouds, cloud
detail, sun, wind, wind shadow areas,
moving shadows, soaring birds, other gliders etc), and when to look.
We were able to put some theory into
practice during the week and it was a particular pleasure to see the participants start
There isn’t a simple, universal
remedy for the lookout problem,
but Andy has suggested that attaching a “LOOKOUT” label directly above or near the
variometer could help address it.
The club will adopt Andy’s advice
and attach labels to club gliders.
Private owners are also encouraged to follow Andy’s advice.
to use the advancing shadows as a tool for
helping them to locate lift when lower
down.
There were some determined efforts to
complete tasks, resulting in some great
outlanding stories. After a mass outlanding near the South Coast on the first Sunday, several pilots got a lift back to NYM
and returned on the Monday to retrieve
their gliders. Star of this episode was Steve
Kohnstamm, who accidently donated his
mobile phone to the host club. After my
landout in 802 near Bradford on Avon in
the middle of the week, Pami arrived
promptly towing the trailer with her car.
One problem, trailer locked and trailer
keys on my car key ring at NYM, whoops.
After consoling ourselves with a drink
in the nearby pub, the cavalry arrived from

John
McWilliam
with some of
the pilots
taking part
in his coaching week in
May. More
photos of the
coaching
weeks on
page 3

NYM with the trailer key, but by then the
field had been turned into slurry by the incessant hail and rain showers that had
fallen in the intervening couple of hours.
Finally Dave’s and my outlanding at
Lyneham in 802… Possibly the first glider
outlanding ever at Lyneham? The RAF
Police Corporal was confused about how
to handle us (we did hear “shoot them”
mentioned in one telephone call), but after
establishing that the airfield was indeed

closed and we hadn’t done anything
wrong, they were nice as pie.
My special thanks go to all the volunteers who helped make the week happen,
winch drivers, tuggies, Dominic’s organisational skills and most of all to the BGGC
Coaches, who flew in the two-seaters with
the participants.
Some of the pilots on Andy’s course
give their impressions on page 3
Andy test flies the JS1 Jet Sustainer:
Page 10

A Royal honour for Doug Jones

DOUG Jones was presented with a Royal Aero Club diploma by the Duke of York
in May. Doug has been a BGA inspector since 1951, Senior Inspector (No 12) since
1956 and a member of the BGA Technical Committee since 1959. He was chairman of the BGA Tech Committee from 1985 to 1991 and a Regional Technical Officer 2005-2011.
He was our club’s Chief Aircraft Engineer 1951-1975 and his major repair projects for the club included the rebuilding of crashed Tutor wings and
the undercarriage reinforcement of
the Grob 102. Doug also carried out
numerous repairs and maintenance
activities over many years.
He was a club tug pilot from 1957
to 2009, tugmaster from 1980-1985
and a CAA examiner for the approval of the Certificate of Experience of tug pilots from 1974. He was
also in the team who negotiated the
loan from the Kemsley Flying Trust
for the purchase of Nympsfield.

What a difference
a month makes…

AS the song goes “What a difwere seen last year –
maybe we should be lookference a day makes…”, well,
ing more carefully!
a month actually. When walkDON’T FORGET: The
ing around the field at Easter
annual TFS walk around
there were many signs of
the field will take place on
early spring, especially the
Friday evening, July 6.
blackthorn hedges which were
Nearer the date see posters
just bursting into their starand the weekkly office
tling white bloom.
email for start time and
A gap in my usual regular
more details.
visits was for the same reason
For new members, the
that there must be a gap in
Terra Firma Syndicate inmany pilot logbooks – the
cludes everybody.
weather – but by my next
There’s a noticeboard in
visit, spring had definitely
the clubhouse with articles
moved on. Tiny green sloes
on seasonal wildlife and a
have now replaced all the
clipboard where all are enblackthorn blossom, bluebells
couraged to write up any
and wood anemones can be
observations.
seen through the trees on the
While not in any way
Woodchester side, as can the
scientific, this has thrown
ramsons or wild garlic. There
up some interesting inforare a few patches of these last
mation on what a fantastion our south side, in full
cally varied habitat we
bloom and sending garlicky
have on and around the airwafts across the airfield.
field and some changes,
The dawn chorus – getting
both losses and gains, over
earlier every day – is in full
the
10 or so years we have
swing and there’s plenty of
Ducks by Daphne Malfiggiani
been doing it.
birdsong throughout the day –
So please write up what you see – describe it, if you don’t
skylarks singing over the middle of the field, a blackcap defending territory in a hawthorn tree near the east end launch- know what it is, someone else might know!
Use the back of the monthly sheet if space runs out. I shall
point, chiffchaffs, blackbirds and song thrushes, all pouring
be away for nearly eight weeks between June and August
out their song throughout the day.
and look forward to coming back to an interesting list of
Although not the first time ever noted, there have been
what I’ve missed!
Nancy Barrett
three mallard, two drakes and a duck, around the southeast
corner – site of the first tipping we ever had and not very
well drained! Red kites are still being seen as are red-legged
partridges and Megan Moss assures me she saw a kangaroo
THERE are a number of initiatives to encourage ‘Grass Roots’
people to join and remain in the club. Some of these involve perin the woods.
sonal sacrifice by instructors and other members who do work
The annual show of orchids is to come. The most numeraround the airfield. It is certainly worthwhile to show visitors a
ous are the pyramidal ones and we usually get hundreds
clean and tidy clubhouse and well managed surrounds. That way
around the track on the north side, west of Roger Targett’s.
they get a good impression of a club that is modern and has carAnd among these you will find bee orchids. No glow worms
ing and conscientious members.
It is therefore rather sad that some members find it difficult to
use the car park and instead use the mown grass by the wall
round the garden.
Churned-up turf is pretty unsightly and does nothing for the
image of the club. Please use the car park and do not park on the
grass around the clubhouse area.

Please keep off the grass
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Posters put up for visitors

POSTERS are being put up in the club car park to explain
gliding and gliders to visitors. No information about costs of
gliding are included, but you can find out what to tell interested people on page 5.

Welcome to new members

Girish Patel
Aaran Armstrong
Harry Wyatt
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Associate
Adult member – Gold C
Cadet

Coaching
week just
champion!

Dominic Conway wrote about the coaching: “Where in the world except NYM
could you have seven concentrated hours
flying and attention from a world champion covering over 500km in mid-April?
“I learnt more this week than in many
years of gliding, including particularly to
set a task and fly even in the most difficult
weather. It was the quality and diversity of
talent made available so that even the
“black art” of flying the NYM ridges was
revealed and flown.
“Some keys to unlocking the secrets of
the skies were revealed.”
Dave Zarb, who landed on the Lyneham main runway with Andy Davis on
April 20 (a first?!), wrote: “Because the
weather was not ideal, we spent quite a lot
of time in the briefing room, which turned
out to be very valuable and instructive.
“Andy Davis discussed various aspects
of strategic cross-country flying. The most
valuable session for me involved the identification of various thermal triggers in different wind directions, and choosing the
correct route under a changing cloudscape.
I can’t wait for some decent weather to put
what I’ve learnt into practice.”
Alan Montague wrote: “I don’t think
anyone can fail to be impressed with the
generosity of the man (Andy Davis), giving up a whole nine days of his life to inspire and teach the mixed bunch that you
saw (that is after a week coaching the
British Juniors team – ed).
“Every one of us, from pundit to struggler, learned a lot and gained confidence.
He has a remarkably fluent and incisive
style of lecturing.
“My only complaint about the week
concerns the appalling weather. However
it was remarkable what he got us to do
with it and we flew interesting tasks in
‘stay indoors’ weather. I spent nearly 11
hours in the air. It’s the first time I've
bombed along for miles at 90 knots in the
rain while climbing. He set do-able tasks

on the few usable days and gave great
talks as the rain poured down outside.
Those on thermal triggers and the tephigram made the greatest impression on me.
The most fun I've ever had for a tenner.”
Andy Miller gave An Outsider’s View:
“It was good of Dominic Conway to
nudge me towards the April week, and
particularly kind of the Bristol and
Gloucester Club to let me join in. Not to-

Dominic Conway’s
take on flying with
Andy Davis: page 9

tally an outsider, though, having local
soared the ridge and even flown Nationals
at Nympsfield, both rather a long time ago.
I don’t seem to have learned much since,
so this opportunity was one to be grabbed
with both hands. Even superb weather was
laid on, although a long-standing family
engagement meant teeth grinding, not
gliding, on that day of days, Sunday 15th.
“Andy Davis’s fame as a competition
pilot precedes him, of course, but new to
me was his coaching talent – exactly what
was needed. Things got even better thanks
to a master class on ridge running with
Trevor Stuart in his Nimbus 3dt, opening
my eyes in a dozen new directions.
“That is when I peaked. Second half of
the week went distinctly, damply, downhill, but through rain and hail Andy’s leadership continued, even at the cost some of
interesting fields.
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A wet day, but are
they downhearted?
No, the pilots on
Andy Davis’
coaching week
enjoyed his lessons
in the bar almost as
much as the
flying…

“Overall impressions? Wonderful
Nympsfield hospitality; great training;
how can an airfield with barely an inch of
top soil get so muddy?
“I’ll be back.”
Matt Wright wrote: “I was only able to
attend five days of the course due to work
commitments and flew three of those, including the epic Sunday.
“I like many of the others on the course
was hopeful of improving my cross-country speed. Now I know this is a pretty universal lament amongst XC pilots and I
appreciate that speed is very much dependant on the conditions of the day, but I was
hoping to be exposed to and gain some insight into the thought processes employed
by the top pilots. Andy’s pre- and postflight briefings were extremely valuable in
this regard and my soaring skills toolbox
has definitely increased in size.
“Andy managed to derive maximum
benefit from each day, with excellent
weather forecasting, task setting and even
devoting two non-soarable days to classroom lectures and discussions and organised John McWilliam to give us a
presentation as well.
“I would highly recommend attending
one of the future courses. I have come
away with lots to think about and even a
stick of Isle of Wight rock – what more
could I ask for? Nympsfield is a great site
to fly from and has brilliant scope for soaring adventure.
“I look forward to being back again
soon.”
John
McWilliam,
left, with Gill
Starling,
Alison Moss
and Carol
Smith during
his coaching
week in May

Aquarius Furniture

You may be pleasantly
surprised at just how
affordable bespoke is.
Handmade in Stroud, Gloucestershire
t: 01453 882247
m: 07875 047767

www.aquariusfurniture.co.uk
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Prizegiving – then a birthday bash

Merveilleuse!
Christophe
Mutricy, left,
is this year’s
winner of the
Doug Jones’
young pilots
award to encourage
cross-country
flying. He is
with Doug,
far left, and
Colin
McEwen

Thanks to Richard:
Richard Starling, left, was
awarded the Parry-Jones
cup for services to the club
and Steve Parker, below, got
the Evening World trophy for
the best gain of height from
Nympsfield

FIFTY two members and friends
celebrated at a joint “big” birthday party in March.
Those with a “nought” to celebrate were Fred Ballard, Graham
Morris, Richard Starling, Ray
Lemin and Lynn Bilas, who are
seen on the left during a break in
the meal prepared by Giuseppe.
The party followed the annual
presentation of trophies by chairman Colin McEwen in the bar.
This was in place of the usual
event at the annual dinner/dance,
which was cancelled this year.
The Cyril Uwins cross-country
trophy went to Trevor Stuart, as
well as the Club Ladder trophy.
The Shaun de Salis trophy was
given to Andy Davis for the
fastest closed-circuit flight.
The weekend Ladder trophy
went to Alison Mulder and the
Malcolm Gay one to Matt Davis
as winner of the Junior Ladder.
The Guinness trophy for the
best flight in a club glider went to
Simon Bawden and the Evening
World one for the best gain of
height went to Steve Parker.
Richard Starling won the
Parry-Jones trophy for services to
the club, and the Jim Webster
plate for the most deserving instructor went to Andy Townsend.
The Meyer pot for the best retrieve story went to Steve Eyles
and Fred Hill for their epic Snowdon tale.
Christophe Mutricy was the
choice to receive the Doug Jones
award for a young pilot’s crosscountry training.

What to tell visitors
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DO you have the info to help a visitor who
pops into the club when the office is closed
to ask about a flight?
You could tell them a trial lesson gives a
2,000ft aerotow over some of the most
beautiful scenery in the country.
The flight lasts about 18 minutes and they
will be given a demonstration of the controls and chance to operate them.
The price of £85 includes three months’
membership, which provides flights at
member rates.
A standard winch launch and circuit cost
£10. Instruction is free. You can add that
they can afford to take it up the sport!

Juniors
enjoy
coaching

A lighter moment in the
British Juniors coaching week at
Nympsfield in April: Andy Davis
is seen with Steve Nock (in the
K-21cockpit), Jon Meyer,
Matt Cook, G Dale, Will Ellis,
Ayala Liran, Matt Davis and
Luke Dale. Shortly afterwards
Luke did 515km at 99kph in former Nympsfield Cirrus 822

Obituary

  
funeral company

for a more personal funeral
The Old Painswic k Inn • Stroud GL5 1QG
014 5 3 7 6 7 7 6 9
w w w. fa m i ly t r eef un er a l s . c o . uk
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SANDY Rham was a club member from the
mid 80s until the early 90s. If you don’t remember him, you probably didn't meet him
as he was an unforgettable character with
immense enthusiasm, not only for flying but
as much for socialising in the bar. Sandy
gained a degree in physics at Oxford and
maintained a passion for the subject throughout his life. He was a very creative thinker
and enjoyed debating his theories over pints
in the club bar, or any bar for that matter.
Sandy’s time at Nympsfield hails back to
a sort of social “golden era” when there were
legendary all-night sessions in the old bar,
before the “new” clubhouse was built. It was
there that he defied gravity, proving that a
pint of beer could easily be downed while
dangling upside down by his legs for the
roof beams. His 6ft-plus height and slim
physique made him unbeatable in the bottle
walking stakes.
Now written into the club’s folk-lore is
Sandy’s parachuting incident. He was discussing another one of his aerodynamic theories, the gang of club members were
enjoying the dawn, drinking in the garden
after another late one. Sandy wanted to
prove he could jump 10ft off the workshop
roof and arrest his descent with a parasol as
a parachute. His theory was the parasol
would slow him down just enough to survive
the landing. Unfortunately, on this occasion,
Sandy’s theory was incorrect, and he split
both of his heel bones. We took him to hospital the next day, where he stayed for some
weeks. Of course, Sandy’s explanation for
this failing was that the parasol worked better than he expected, causing him to descend
slower than envisaged, so causing him to
miss-time his landing. Sandy was just as enthusiastic as a glider pilot, flying any and all
of the club fleet. He would generously take
Continued on page 7

Sandy Rham

Continued from page 6

a stranger he had just met for a ride in a K-13,
a loop being obligatory, or floating along the
ridge for hours in a K-8 and enjoying the relative high performance of the club’s Jantar.
Sandy influenced me greatly at an impressionable age, and I will always remember him for some of the lessons in life that he
taught me and I know that he left an impression on many other people who knew him
too. I truly believe the world is a poorer, less
interesting place without such witty, eccentric characters, like Sandy. Rest in peace, my
friend, you are missed.
Sandy’s favourite poem was by Canadian
flyer John Gillespie Magee, Jr about touching the face of God. See http://www.skygod.com/quotes/highflight.html
Rupert Wasey

Retrieve list a success

TWO new members have joined
the retrieve syndicate run by
George Szabo-Toth.
This works by members letting
George know they’re willing to go
on a list of people who’re willing to
retrieve each other using their own
car, rather than the landout member’s vehicle. This saves the need
for the car insurance to be for any
driver. Contact George if you wish
to go on the list.

MP hears about gliding’s problems
FOLLOWING a recent initiative aimed at
increasing parliamentary awareness of the
issues facing gliding an event was held in
Parliament to introduce members of both
houses to these issues and their impact on
General Aviation, including gliding.
As a result the BGGC offered our local
MP, Neil Carmichael (Stroud), the chance
to experience an ‘un-powered’ flight.
During an initial visit on March 31 Neil
and Lawrence (his wife, who had flown at
Nympsfield before) were introduced to the
club, its history and its facilities.
All of the club gliders (suitably washed)
were on parade (P70 excepted), allowing
us to show the club’s commitment to training the glider pilots of the future.
Whilst an 800ft cloudbase prevented
any flying, the opportunity was taken to
introduce members present, who included
several hopeful BUGC visitors, further
demonstrating the club’s commitment to
student and cadet flying as highlighted by
the recent award of Junior Gliding Centre
status.
During a further briefing the many legislative issues currently facing gliding,
that are combining to make the sport increasingly expensive, and if uncontrolled

potentially
prohibitively
so, were addressed.
These
included pilot
licensing,
medical requirements,
and equipment (radios,
transponders
etc…)
related
Mr Carmichael
issues. Additionally concerns were expressed about
the risk to gliding sites through the development of nearby land. Neil indicated that
the level of local opposition to the recent
Ecotricity bid to further develop the existing Lynch Knoll site was such that it was
unlikely to raise its head again.
Overall it was a useful opportunity to
highlight the nature of the club and to raise
awareness of the impact of the ever-increasing regulation.
With both Neil and his son currently
holding trial lesson vouchers, we look forward to seeing them back on the site in the
near future.
Greg O’Hagan

NYMPSFIELD BARN COTTAGES
Self Catering Cottages
One and half miles from the
O
he Gliding Club and
2 minutes walk from the Rose
R
& Crown Inn.
S
Short
breaks available.
www.nympsfieldbarncottages.com
Visit our website www.nym
V
mpsfieldbarncottages.com
c us on 01453 861103
call
annegazzard@fsmail.net
o email annegazzard@fsm
or
mail.net
Nympsfield.
Nympsfield Barn Cottages, Bay Tree Farm, Nympsfie
eld.
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STEERING

FLEET
WEL…

SERVICING

COME

BATTERIES

TYRES
AT LOW PRICES

G
G
G

SUSPENSION

COMPUTERISED BALANCING G FROM MINI TO FERRARI
LASER ALIGNMENT
G MASSIVE STOCK
HIGH PERFORMANCE LOW
PROFILE TYRE SPECIALISTS G GOOD SERVICE AS STA NDARD

TEL 01453 767747 OR 752186
UNIT 5 & 6 WALLBRIDGE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, STROUD

Our task, your security
...the security you get with the best value gliding insurance

*+# * / ')&$ %%+  ,)* % ) + * #  % & %+

0044 (0)1420 88664

for general enquiries
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0044 (0) 7802 708670
0044 (0) 1420 542003

Terry Joint mobile
Facsimile
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email: office@jointaviation.co.uk

&%++ ++ %*,)* -)/ * #'#% # %+ ) -* +

Joint Aviation Services Limited
8 Old Aylesfield Buildings
Froyle Road, Shalden, Alton
Hants GU34 4BY
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www.joint.co.uk
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Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Services Authority
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WELL not quite the seaside, but a
northerly air stream indicated the South
Coast, and Sunday morning’s forecast
gave a good high cloudbase. Two longish
tasks down to and along the South Coast
attracted the coaching group’s interests.
The Arcus, Nimbus, DG and the Duo
Discus were soon lined up with expectant,
dare I say keen P2s, getting briefed
by the coaches.
The first three of the two-seaters
chose to fly to St Catherine’s Point
on the Isle of Wight and then on to
turn Eastbourne and return to
Nympsfield.
A number of single-seaters also
declared that task seduced by the
attractions of the island and the remote
prospect of collecting sticks of rock! I noticed that few had taken the precaution of
obtaining a ferry guide and timetable!
The Duo P2 had been one of the original
visitors to St Catherine’s, led by Trevor
Stuart, and revisited fairly often since.
Time for a change and the prospect of a
500 - plus six or seven hours alone with
the best coach in the land. Had I flown
with water, yes, well a couple of barrels
and something in the tail should help us on
our way.
Just after 1100hrs we lifted off into
greying sky over the Severn Valley. Small
pockets of cu were forming and after a
false stab at a nearby cloud we moved and
joined someone else. First lesson learnt,
don’t look a gift horse in the mouth. If the
other glider is climbing and you are not,
go and join him.
There was no clear sign of streeting and
after climbing to 3,500 we set off down
track bound for Bovingdon and the Dorset
coast. Following the cloud shadow and
those important pockets of sunshine on the
ground, a good strong thermal took us up
to 4,500 near the M4 and the Bristol airspace.
Looking some 30k to the south gave us
our heading. Down went the nose as we
accelerated to dive under the airspace.
With 160kph showing we soon shot
down to Frome, continuing to follow the
building clouds whose base was now well
up to 5,000.
Keeping well clear to the west of
Warminster the glide seemed to go on for
ever as we hugged the cloudbase with a little judicious slowing down and going off
track to keep in the best air.
Wincanton and Henstridge passed and
the coast could be clearly seen. The tail
wind kept pressing us ever south towards
our first turning point and our thoughts to
climbing high as we approached. Good
clouds about 2k out took us to near 5,000

as we rounded, a little south, but ready for
the upwind leg to Malvern.
The return north showed that the sun
was already high and illuminating the
clouds from a different position. This together with a different cloud alignment required a more easterly track following the
slightly higher, drier ground. The cloud-

base continued high and good speed was
made to Longbridge Deverill and the Park,
where another climb of about 5kts took us
back to over 5,000 and a long buoyant run
to Warminster, where some fumbles at a
climb brought home just how strong the
wind was as we revisited ground just covered.
At Stroud an attempt to climb in 2kts
raised the question as to what climb rate
we really wanted and what we had been
finding so far.
Off again somewhat lower over the
ridge but soon into 7kts west of Gloucester and another lesson well learned as we
reached Malvern at about 3,500. Here P2
was supposed to track back over the good
lift on our way into Malvern but a rush of
blood to the head forgot that and we set off
south and to the east in the shade. No life
here and no lift until looking far south a
pool of sunlight beckoned.
Peace was restored and 3 turned to 4 and
then 7 as an average up to nearly 6,000.

Progress was serene, although the dive
back under Bristol airspace at speed unlocked the wheel such was the bubbling
air! Blandford soon arrived after a high
speed run under very good clouds, which
allowed us to turn at over 6,000. We
needed that given the increase in the
northerly wind smack on the nose for our
final run to Nympsfield.
The sun was now slanting under
the clouds and giving strong lift
from any ground features as we approached to the west of Warminster
following up the line of the main
road to Trowbridge. We approached Colerne looking for a
climb with P2 selecting to fly to the
sunlit west side of a long cloud and then
turn east cross wind towards a patch of intense sunlight on a small group of farm
buildings.
A gentle hand took over and with an almost gentle touch the wing lifted first one
way and then the other, as we turned into
the thermal that was to put us near final
glide. One last top-up near Badminton put
us secure for Nympsfield, then prelanding
checks, into the circuit and a safe homecoming after six and a half hours and
507km under the direction of Andy Davis.
I can think of nothing that I have enjoyed
more or learnt more from in all my sporting days.
At 1930 some two hours later Alison
Mulder returned in her LS4 having completed the same 500 ending a fab coaching
day. Everyone accounted for, with some
landouts, including the “prizewinner”
landing at Sandown on the Isle of Wight!
That’s a story, along with others, for another day…

GIRISH Patel, right, is our new weekday winch driver, who took over from
Lionel Alder in March.
When Lionel retired urgent calls for
a weekdays winchie resulted in local advertisements being posted and an insert
on gliderpilot.net – and Girish was selected.
Of Indian parentage, born in Kenya,
he has spent most of his life in the UK.
He has experience of driving heavy vehicles and many years of academic
work.
Retired recently, he lives in Stroud
and has a son. He teaches yoga but was
looking for something else to occupy
him and is interested in gliding, having
previously taken a trial lesson.
Winchmaster Fred Ballard says that,
since his arrival, Girish has proved to

be a quick and willing learner, has got
on well with the weekday “crew” and
intends eventually to buy a Solo and Beyond package.

Oh to be beside
the seaside…
DOMINIC CONWAY on Andy Davis’
coaching week in April

Girish takes to winching
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Why Andy fell for the JS1 Jet Sustainer
DURING a visit to the Jonker Sailplanes
factory in Potchefstroom, South Africa, on
September 9 last year, I had the opportunity
to fly the JS1 Revelation Jet Sustainer prototype “JET.”
The M&D TJ 42 turbo jet engine (which is
manufactured in Germany) is conventionally
mounted in a modular box behind the wing.
The modular box is easily removable for
maintenance. The engine extends on a faired
pylon driven by an electric actuator and once
extended the bay doors are sequenced closed
to minimise drag.
The fuel tanks were quickly filled with
kerosene by an external electric pump and
quick fill connector through the open engine
This article by ANDY DAVIS for
Severn Skies was extracted by
the author from a longer article
written for Sailplane & Gliding.
For the full article, see June S&G

bay doors with the engine partially extended.
After two practice engine start and shut
down cycles on the ground, I took a short
aerotow in the bumpy early morning thermals. Having released and leaving the main
wheel down I initiated the start sequence; Jet
Display Unit (JDU) master switch to ON
and select from “retract” to “run.” The start

The prototype JS1-TJ with M&D TJ-42 Engine
is fully automated with the Engine Control
Note: As JS was taking a cautious apUnit (ECU) controlling the complete exten- proach to flight testing, the engine was temsion and start sequence and key parameters porarily limited for the initial series of test
(RPM and EGT) displayed on the JDU.
flights by ECU programming to 93000 rpm,
It was not necessary to fly at any defined which delivers approximately 30 kg of thrust
airspeed during start. I could not detect any (75% of design thrust).
Unlike conventional piston engine susincrease in drag as the engine extended, nor
was it detectable on the instruments, and in tainers there was no vibration and it was not
just 45 seconds from start initiation, the en- necessary to carefully control the indicated
gine was running at full (available) thrust airspeed to achieve a satisfactory climb rate
and the variometer indicated a climb rate of as the thrust/performance curve gives almost
nearly 1 m/s at 110 km/h (2 knots at 60 the same climb rate across a wide range of
knots) with main wheel down at the re- airspeeds. Surprisingly I found the engine
stricted 75% thrust setting.
Turn to page 11
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Andy Davis tests JS1-TJ: From page 10
noise to be quite tolerable and I was able to
clearly hear the radio and audio variometer.
Engine shutdown was achieved by selecting from “run” to “retract” and the ECU did
the rest. The shutdown takes around two
minutes as the engine goes through an automatic cool down cycle using the electric
starter motor before retracting into the engine bay, but as in engine start there is no no
ticeable drag and no increase in pilot workload. The ECU controls everything, there is
no requirement to maintain a particular airspeed during shutdown and the JDU confirms that the engine is fully shutdown and
retracted into the engine bay.
Next I circled in weak lift just about maintaining height with the wheel down to simulate scratching above a landing field and
again initiated the start sequence. As the start
was fully automated I could concentrate on

my weak thermal and imaginary field until
the engine was both extended and running.
With full available thrust, the climb rate increased to 2 m/s (4 knots) and as I continued
to circle in my thermal I shut down the engine by again selecting from run” to “retract.”
With two successful in-flight starts from
two attempts, I then retracted the wheel and
spent a few minutes enjoying myself in the
blue thermals before returning to land and
handing the prototype back to the JS Development Team.
Post-flight analysis showed that height
loss during start was approximately 100ft
and during shutdown approximately 200ft.
Climb rates observed with this de-rated engine confirmed that the JS performance
model is accurate. Although JS has not yet
Full thrust climb performance with the
40kg thrust engine is likely to be in the
region of 3.5 knots at 90 knots IAS

published any performance predictions, full
thrust climb performance with the definitive
40kg thrust engine is likely to be in the region of 3.5 knots at 90 knots IAS with a similar climb rate at all airspeeds
As I flew the rather larger jet I fly for a living back to London that evening, I couldn’t
stop myself smiling twice round. Needless
to say I have managed to overcome my aversion to fuel and have ordered my own JS1
Jet Sustainer!

The tyranny of
a dog’s turds

However often you pick up your
beloved pet’s faeces, the hideousness of the task does not diminish
Robert Hanks
– From The Guardian

For sale

Two x 1/10th shares in Robin
DR400/180R G-ELUN based at
Kemble.
Well-established group. Aircraft
hangared and in excellent condition.
Complete rebuild by Robin in 1996
to “as new” condition. Engine: 300
hours only. £4,000 per share.
For further details, contact:
Ian Lane 01463 794610
Ian Hey 01452 741022
Paul Harper-Little 01452 812349
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Specialist Sailplane
& Sport Aircraft
Repair and
Maintenance Centre

We also manufacture bespoke aircraft
performance improving lightweight carbon
aerodynamic components Visit our Website: (new address)

www.targettaviation.com
or Phone: 01453 860861 / Mobile: 07850 769060

